This paper presents RT-Est, which is a real-time operating system for semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithms.
Introduction
Real-time systems such as autonomous mobile robots [9, 23, 2, 5] have required the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of each task completed by its deadline. The Actual Case Execution Time (ACET) of each task in autonomous mobile robots tends to change, because their behaviors depend on their environments. Current real-time operating systems [4, 26, 20 ] mainly supports real-time scheduling algorithms in Liu and Layland's model [15] . Compared to Liu and Layland's model, the imprecise computation model [14] is one of the techniques to overcome the gap between theory and practice. The crucial point is that the computation is split into two parts: mandatory part and optional part. A mandatory part affects the correctness of the result and an optional part only affects the quality of the result. By restricting the execution of the optional part to only after the completion of the mandatory part, real-time applications based on the imprecise computation model can provide the * This research was supported in part by CREST, JST. This research was also supported by Grant in Aid for the Global Center of Excellence Program for "Center for Education and Research of Symbiotic, Safe and Secure System Design" from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport, and Technology in Japan.
correct output with lower quality, by terminating the optional part. However, the imprecise tasks in autonomous mobile robots require the processings to output the results after terminating or completing their optional parts. For example, object detection tasks by image processing need to output proper instructions to actuators for avoiding objects. When the imprecise tasks terminate or complete their optional parts, the imprecise computation model cannot guarantee to complete them by their deadlines. In order to overcome the weakness of the imprecise computation model, we use the extended imprecise computation model [11, 13] with a second mandatory part, called wind-up part.
RT-Frontier [12] is a real-time operating system supporting the extended imprecise computation model and only implements Earliest Deadline First (EDF)-based dynamicpriority scheduling [15] such as Mandatory-First with Wind-up Part (M-FWP) [11, 13] . M-FWP finds the highest priority task with O(log n) runtime complexity in heap ready queue, where n is the number of tasks. In contrast, fixed-priority scheduling such as Rate Monotonic (RM) [15] can find the highest priority task with O(1) runtime complexity in O(1) scheduler [18] in Linux kernel 2.6, when the number of priorities is constant. Unfortunately, RM cannot be adapted to the extended imprecise computation model, because one task may miss its deadline due to the overrun of the optional part. In order to adapt fixedpriority scheduling to the extended imprecise computation model, we proposed semi-fixed-priority scheduling [6] and a semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithm based on RM, called Rate Monotonic with Wind-up Part (RMWP) [6] . Moreover, RMWP schedules the part of each extended imprecise task by fixed-priority so that the runtime complexity finding the highest priority task can also be O(1).
This paper presents RT-Est, which is a real-time operating system for semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithms. RT-Est implements the following mechanisms: (i) the hybrid O(1) scheduler, which is an extension of the O(1) scheduler [18] in Linux kernel 2.6, to achieve semi-fixedpriority scheduling with low overhead; (ii) the high reso-lution timer, which performs to terminate optional parts at optional deadlines; (iii) SIM, which is an architecture for simulating real-time scheduling. Experimental evaluations show that semi-fixed-priority scheduling is well suited to autonomous mobile robots.
The contribution of this paper is to develop a real-time operating system for semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithms from scratch. In addition, we believe that these mechanisms in our real-time operating system will be widely used.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces real-time operating systems and shows their problems. Section 3 describes the system model. Section 4 explains semi-fixed-priority scheduling and RMWP. Section 5 presents our real-time operating system, called RT-Est. The effectiveness of RT-Est is evaluated in Section 6. Finally we offer concluding remarks in Section 7.
Related Work
Real-time operating systems based on Linux [4, 26, 20] are implemented as kernel patches for specific versions so that reducing maintenance and update costs of these realtime operating systems is difficult.
Danish et al. develop a real-time operating system from scratch, called Quest [8] . They claim that it would be easier to design a new operating system rather than retrofit a system that is not fundamentally designed to be real-time, as they progressed with their Linux developments.
RT-Mach [25] is developed as a real-time version of Mach [22] and supports predictable real-time computing environments. Unfortunately, the development of RT-Mach has been stopped because the porting costs from Mach to RT-Mach and the implementation costs of new device drivers are too much [19] .
These real-time operating systems mainly implement real-time scheduling algorithms with Liu and Layland's model [15] , which considers the WCET of each task. However, the ACET of each task is important to achieve precise motions in robots, because the relative finishing jitter [3] of each task depends on its ACET.
RT-Frontier [12] is developed from scratch and only implements EDF-based dynamic-priority scheduling [15] such as M-FWP [11, 13] with the extended imprecise computation model. Unfortunately, dynamic-priority scheduling finds the highest priority task with O(log n) runtime complexity in heap ready queue. In contrast, fixed-priority scheduling such as RM finds the highest priority task with O(1) runtime complexity in O(1) scheduler and cannot be adapted to the extended imprecise computation model. Because one task may miss its deadline due to the overrun of the optional part. Therefore, the implementation of semi-fixed-priority scheduling [6] is required to achieve autonomous mobile robots. Figure 1 shows the extended imprecise computation model [11, 13] . The extended imprecise computation model adds the wind-up part to the imprecise computation model [14] . The imprecise computation model assumes that the processing to terminate or complete the optional part is not required. However, image processing tasks in autonomous mobile robots require the processings to output the results. They must guarantee the schedulability of them so that the extended imprecise computation model has the wind-up part.
System Model
We assume that the system has one processor and a task set Γ consisted of n tasks with harmonic period relations. Task τ i is represented as the following tuple
where T i is the period, D i is the relative deadline, OD i is the relative optional deadline, m i is the WCET of the mandatory part, o i is the Required Execution Time (RET) of the optional part and w i is the WCET of the wind-up part. The RET of each optional part tends to be underestimated or overestimated from time to time because autonomous mobile robots run in uncertain environments. The relative deadline D i of each task τ i is equal to its T i . The j th instance of τ i is called job τ i,j . The utilization of each periodic task is defined as U i = (m i + w i )/T i . The reason why U i does not include o i is because the optional part of τ i is a non-real-time part so that completing it is not relevant to scheduling the task set successfully. Hence, the utilization of the system within n tasks can be defined as U = n i=1 U i . All tasks are ordered by increasing their periods and τ 1 has the shortest period. We also assume that the WCET of each task includes the overhead of scheduler. That is to say, one task set with harmonic period relations scheduled by RM [15] is always feasible on uniprocessors when U ≤ 1. In addition, the number of priorities is constant. Therefore, we define that the runtime complexity finding the highest priority task in O(1) scheduler [18] is O(1). An optional deadline [6] is a time when an optional part is terminated and a wind-up part is released. Each windup part is ready to be executed after each optional deadline and can be completed if each mandatory part is completed by each optional deadline. Figure 2 shows the optional deadline of each task. Solid up arrow, solid down arrow and dotted down arrow represent release time, deadline and optional deadline respectively. Task τ 1 completes its mandatory part by OD 1 and executes its optional part until OD 1 . After OD 1 , then τ 1 executes its wind-up part. In contrast, task τ 2 does not complete its mandatory part by OD 2 . When τ 2 completes its mandatory part, τ 2 executes its wind-up part and does not execute its optional part.
Semi-Fixed-Priority Scheduling
Semi-fixed-priority scheduling [6] is part-level fixedpriority scheduling. That is to say, semi-fixed-priority scheduling fixes the priority of each part in the extended imprecise task and changes the priority of each extended imprecise task only in the two cases: (i) when the extended imprecise task completes its mandatory part and executes its optional part; (ii) when the extended imprecise task terminates or completes its optional part and executes its wind-up part. Figure 3 shows the difference between general scheduling with Liu and Layland's model [15] and semi-fixed-priority scheduling with our model. In general scheduling, when τ i is released at 0, then remaining execution time R i (t) is set to m i +w i and monotonically decreasing until R i (t) becomes 0 at m i + w i . In semi-fixed-priority scheduling, when τ i is released at 0, then R i (t) is set to m i and monotonically decreasing until
is set to w i and monotonically decreasing until R i (t) becomes 0 at OD i + w i . If τ i does not complete its mandatory part by OD i , then R i (t) is set to w i at the time when τ i completes its mandatory part. In both schedulings, τ i completes its wind-up part by D i .
RMWP [6] is one of semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithms with the extended imprecise computation model. As shown in Figure 4 , RMWP manages three task queues: Real-Time Queue (RTQ), Non-Real-Time Queue (NRTQ) and Sleep Queue (SQ). RTQ holds tasks which are ready to execute their mandatory or wind-up parts in RM order. One task is not allowed to execute its mandatory and wind-up parts simultaneously. NRTQ holds tasks which are ready to execute their optional parts in RM order. Every task in RTQ has higher priority than that in NRTQ. SQ holds tasks which complete their optional parts by their optional deadlines or wind-up parts by their deadlines. The calculation of each relative optional deadline is shown in [6] .
RT-Est
RT-Est is a real-time operating system for semi-fixedpriority scheduling algorithms. RT-Est has been developed from scratch and implements the following mechanisms: (i) the hybrid O(1) scheduler, which is an extension of the O(1) scheduler [18] in Linux kernel 2.6, to achieve semifixed-priority scheduling with low overhead; (ii) the high resolution timer, which performs to terminate optional parts at optional deadlines; (iii) SIM, which is an architecture for simulating real-time scheduling. We first explain the implementation of the extended imprecise computation model and next present these mechanisms. If each task completes its optional part, each task calls end_optional function and executes its wind-up part in exec_windup function. If each task terminates its optional part at its optional deadline, the scheduler resumes its context in the timer interrupt routine and calls save_context function. In this case, the return value of save_context fucntion is WINDUP so that the resumed task executes its wind-up part in exec_windup function. After completing the wind-up part, each task calls end_job function to complete its job.
Extended Imprecise Computation Model

Hybrid O(1) Scheduler
The hybrid O(1) scheduler extends the O(1) scheduler [18] in Linux kernel 2.6 for semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithms. The hybrid O(1) scheduler manages both general tasks with Liu and Layland's model [15] (by setting o i to 0) and extended imprecise tasks with our model. The hybrid O(1) scheduler as well as the O(1) scheduler finds the highest priority task with O(1) runtime complexity, when the number of priorities is constant. Figure 6 shows the hybrid O(1) scheduler with Now we explain the behavior of the hybrid O(1) scheduler. For example, task τ i , the priority of which is 0x0, is created and enqueued to SQ. When τ i is released, τ i is dequeued from SQ, is ready to execute its mandatory part and is enqueued to RTQ. When τ i completes its mandatory part, τ i is dequeued from RTQ, sets its priority to 0x100 and is enqueued to NRTQ. When τ i terminates its optional part, τ i is dequeued from NRTQ, sets its priority to 0x0, is ready to execute its wind-up part and is enqueued to RTQ. When τ i completes its optional part or wind-up part, τ i is dequeued from RTQ or NRTQ and is enqueued to SQ. 
System Time Management
RT-Est supports the high resolution timer, which performs to terminate optional parts at optional deadlines. RTEst uses sys_jiffies and exec_jiffies to manage system time. sys_jiffies is incremented every periodic timer interrupt and exec_jiffies is set to the relative elapsed time to sys_jiffies. The high resolution timer can occur per exec_jiffies. Also, the unit of sys_jiffies is different from that of exec_jiffies. Therefore, RT-Est uses SU2EU macro which changes the unit of sys_jiffies to that of exec_jiffies and EU2SU macro which changes the unit of exec_jiffies to that of sys_jiffies. Using sys_jiffies and exec_jiffies, RT-Est can manage various grained timers including fine-grained and coarse-grained timers.
We implement RT-Est to a SH-4A processor, which uses Time Management Unit (TMU) to manage system time. Now we explain how to implement the high resolution timer using TMU and consider the overhead of setting TMU. Figure 7 shows the behaviors of both periodic and high resolution timers. The dotted line and the solid line represent the periodic timer and the high resolution timer of the timer counter register (TCNT) through time respectively. The timer constant register (TCOR) is set to st 1 which is equal to sys_jiffies.
First we explain the behavior of the periodic timer in [0,st 2 ). When the periodic timer is started at 0, the timer interrupt occurs, because the initial value of TCNT is 0, and then TCNT is set to TCOR by hardware. TCNT is monotonically decreasing until TCNT becomes 0. When TCNT is 0 at st 1 , the timer interrupt occurs and then TCNT is set to TCOR by hardware. After that, TCNT is also monotonically decreasing until 0 and the timer interrupt occurs at st 2 .
Next we explain the behavior of the high resolution timer in [0,st 2 ). When the high resolution timer is started at 0, the timer interrupt occurs and TCNT is set to TCOR by hardware. The timer interrupt routine subtracts the timer counter in [ht 1 ,st 1 ) from TCNT. Thanks to the subtraction, the next timer interrupt occurs at ht 1 . When time timer interrupt occurs at ht 1 , the timer interrupt routine subtracts the timer counter in [0,ht 1 ) from TCNT and the next timer interrupt occurs at st 1 . The following behavior of the high resolution timer in [st 1 ,st 2 ) is the same as that of the periodic timer. Figure 8 shows update_jiffies function, which is called in the timer interrupt routine. Reading data from addr is represented as data=read(addr) and writing data to addr is represented as write(data, addr). next_timer_interrupt is set to the timer counter until the next timer interrupt occurs.
If next_timer_interrupt is less than SU2EU(1), the timer counter of the next timer interrupt is less than that of sys_jiffies. Otherwise the timer counter of the next timer interrupt is equal to that of sys_jiffies. In order to subtract the timer counter from TCNT, the timer must be stopped in a SH-4A processor. If the scheduler stops the timer, changes the value of TCNT and restarts the timer, the system time is different from the actual time. Therefore, we consider the overhead of setting the value of TCNT by subtracting TMU_ADJUST from TCNT. TMU_ADJUST is the overhead of setting the value of TCNT and is measured before experimental evaluations. Thanks to TMU_ADJUST, we consider the overhead of setting the value of TCNT.
SIM Architecture
SIM is an architecture for simulating real-time scheduling in RT-Est. Figure 9 shows the configuration of RT-Est. RT-Est has an architecture module for selecting architectures and an algorithm module for selecting scheduling algorithms. Unlike User-Mode Linux real-time scheduling algorithms theoretically. In addition, SIM can make use of source codes of architecture independent parts to those of other architectures, unlike RTSIM. Therefore, SIM is an effective technique for not only measuring the performance of real-time scheduling algorithms but also improving the efficiency of development.
Experimental Evaluations
Experimental Setups
We implement RT-Est on LEPRACAUN [7] , which has SH-4A architecture and multiple I/Os to achieve autonomous mobile robots. The detail specification of LEP-RACAUN is shown in Table 1 . The size of LEPRACAUN is approximately as same as that of a card so that we can make use of LEPRACAUN for thin parts such as arms and legs in autonomous mobile robots.
The evaluation uses 1, 000 task sets in each CPU utilization and compares RMWP with both M-FWP and RM. The period T i of each task τ i is selected within . The execution time of the k th task set is 1, 024 times of the hyperperiod H k . As previously described in Section 3, we assume that the WCET of each task includes the overhead of scheduler and the least upper bounds of all evaluated algorithms with harmonic task sets are U lub = 1 [6, 15, 10] so that they are feasible.
We consider the effectiveness of cache to measure both the average and worst case overheads so that we evaluate the two cases: ID-Cache and No-Cache. ID-Cache enables both I-Cache and D-Cache and, in contrast, No-Cache disables both I-cache and D-Cache. As previous evaluations, we measure the overhead of TMU_ADJUST in Figure 8 . The average overheads of TMU_ADJUST in 100 times are 0.92μs and 1.14μs in ID-Cache and No-Cache respectively so that we set these values to TMU_ADJUST. Figure 10 shows the overhead of end_mandatory function in Figure 5 . Both average and maximum overheads of RMWP are approximately less than those of M-FWP. Because M-FWP calculates the assignable time of the optional part dynamically with O(n) runtime complexity. In contrast, RMWP dequeues the task from RTQ and enqueues tasks to RTQ or NRTQ, if the optional deadline expires or does not expire, with O(1) runtime complexity. Figure 11 shows the overhead of end_optional function in Figure 5 . Unlike Figure 10 , both average and maximum overheads of M-FWP are less than those of RMWP. Because RMWP enqueues the task to SQ and M-FWP starts to execute its wind-up part without queueing operations in RTQ and NRTQ. That is to say, when the task completes its optional part in M-FWP, the task executes its wind-up part immediately. Therefore both average and maximum overheads of M-FWP are tiny.
Overhead Measurements
Next we show both average and maximum overheads of each scheduler including both overheads of end_mandatory and end_optional functions. The difference between average and maximum overheads of each scheduler is wide so that we divide these results into two graphs. Figure 12 shows the average overhead of each scheduler. In Figure 12 (a) and 12(b), the average overheads of RMWP and RM schedulers are approximately constant. The reason why the average overhead of RMWP scheduler is more than that of RM scheduler is because the hybrid O(1) scheduler executes more operations to complete mandatory parts and terminate optional parts than the O(1) scheduler in Figure  6 . In contrast, the average overhead of M-FWP scheduler is dramatically more than RMWP and RM schedulers, if the number of tasks is more and more. Figure 13 shows the maximum overhead of each scheduler. The results of the maximum overheads of all schedulers are similar trends to those in Figure 12. 
Concluding Remarks
This paper presented RT-Est, which is a real-time operating system for semi-fixed-priority scheduling algorithms. RT-Est implements the hybrid O(1) scheduler, which finds the highest priority task with O(1) runtime complexity, In future work, we will make use of RT-Est to our autonomous mobile robots [23, 24] . We will execute the actual tasks in autonomous mobile robots, such as image processing tasks [17] , to evaluate the effectiveness of RT-Est. In addition, we will also extend the hybrid O(1) scheduler for multiprocessors, because autonomous mobile robots require high performance to manage multiple devices such as motors, sensors and cameras. We believe that the hybrid O(1) scheduler is as scalable as the O(1) scheduler. 
